Department of Labor & Environment Protection
DIRECTIONS OF TRAINING: 26 «Civil safety»

SPECIALTY: 263 – «Civil safety»

Specialization: "Occupational Safety and Health "
YOU CAN OPERATE IN UKRAINE AND ABROAD:

• Master of Civil Safety in Labor Protection;
• Engineer Labor Protection;
• Expert on Occupational Safety and Health;
• Engineer in industrial and environmental safety.
TRAINING COURSES:
• Socio-economic Foundations of Labor Protection;
• Fundamentals of Labour Safety;
• Labor Protection Management;
• Industrial Ecology;
• Protection in Emergencies;
• Safety of Living.
SPECIALS (SPECIALIZATION - Occupational Safety and Health):

• Safety of Production Processes and Equipment;
• Risk Theory;
• Operation Safety of Buildings and Structures;
• Operational Safety of Engineering Systems and Structures;
• Assessment of Workplaces With Respect To Working Conditions;
• Industrial Sanitary;
• Psychology of Labor and its Safety;
• State Insurance from Industrial Accidents.
SPECIALS (SPECIALIZATION - Occupational Safety and Health)

- Medicine of Emergencies;
- Metrology, Standardization, Certification and Accreditation;
- Organization of Supervisory Activity in the field of Occupational Safety;
- Fire Safety of Productions;
- Potentially Hazardous Production Technologies and their Identification;
- Electrical Safety;
- Legal Bases of Safety and Health Policy and Labor Protection and others.
LABORATORY BASE OF THE CHAIR

Educational-laboratory base of the department is specialized laboratories, auditoriums. Laboratories are equipped with technical training aids, operating installations and instruments, mock-ups, mobile multimedia complex and a personal computers, in full measure provides the educational process.
The staff of the department employs more than 30 teachers, including professors, associate professors and candidates of science. The average age of teachers of the department does not exceed 40 years.
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